Abstract-Component-based programming is a programming paradigm that eases software reuse but has yet to be widely adopted in scientific computing. We propose to embed component frameworks inside high-performance languages directly to improve flexibility compared to the literature. We present this approach through the example of a high-performance Bayesian inference application.
& DEVELOPING HIGH-PERFORMANCE CODE is a challenging balancing act between performance and productivity concerns. Optimizing performance is crucial for large-scale applications but can be extremely time-consuming and lead to code that is both complex and hard to maintain. On the other hand, productivity is important to reduce development cost, particularly in academia where developer time is scarce. 1 Because they need fine control over implementation, and because they need high performance, many developers of computationally intensive applications write them from scratch using low-level languages like Cþþ. 2 Such handwritten codes are costly to develop and maintain, even more so if several versions must be maintained at the same time. In addition, this approach discourages reuse from third parties, by third parties, and between application variants. Indeed, good practices for software reuse (e.g., hiding implementation details, modular structure) tend to get in the way of low-level optimizations and fast prototyping of new ideas. One possible approach to try to address these reuse problems is component-based programming. This programming paradigm consists in building applications by assembling reusable pieces of software called components. This approach has been well-studied: it is known to greatly ease software reuse, improve separation of concerns, and provide a high-level representation of an application, making its structure easier to reason about. However, component-based techniques have yet to be widely adopted in scientific computing. 2 We argue that existing component-based technologies for scientific computing suffer from their reliance on dedicated languages and external tools. These tools impose a strict separation between low-level business code and high-level structural concerns, which adds complexity and can get in the way of low-level optimization and fast prototyping.
Instead, we propose to embed component frameworks directly into low-level languages. Having everything in the same language makes it easier to implement changes that bridge abstraction levels, which is useful for low-level optimization and fast prototyping. Moreover, this approach makes component assemblies mere objects, which opens introspection and static optimization possibilities.
We have developed such an embedded component-based framework, called tinycompo, in Cþþ and used it to build a Bayesian inference library. We find the approach to be particularly suited to Bayesian inference and see software engineering benefits.
This paper starts with a general presentation of software components for readers which are not familiar with the paradigm. Next, we review related works and present our own Cþþ framework. The framework is then used, in a detailed step-by-step example, to build a highperformance Bayesian inference application. Finally, we present a performance and software engineering evaluation of the approach on reallife bioinformatics applications.
SOFTWARE COMPONENTS Principle
At the end of the 1960s, computer scientists proposed to copy the practices of other industries and to start building software from components produced by third parties.
Components are different from traditional libraries in the sense that they are built to interoperate with components from unrelated third parties. For example, most implementations of the MPI standard-a widely used message passing technology in high-performance computing-are traditional libraries: they provide a functionality to programmers through an API and can be configured though a library-specific interface. On the contrary, the OpenMPI implementation 3 is componentbased and allows the integration of third-party code directly in the library implementation, provided the code in question follows some interoperability rules. Rules for interoperability between components are called component models. Just like in other industries, some degree of standardization is required so that components from different manufacturers can be used together. For example, in the music industry, the MIDI standard makes it possible to connect audio and music-related devices from various manufacturers. A component model must define what constitutes a software component-that is, the unit of code reuse-and how to use several components together.
Component-based software engineering is the domain that deals with designing and implementing component models. Many component models have been proposed over the years both in the industry-such as COM (Microsoft), EJBs, or XPCOM (Mozilla)-and in academia.
Component Models in Practice
The nature of the components themselvesthat is, the unit of reusable code-can take various forms depending on the model. Many modern component models use objects as components. More recently, component models have been developed for cloud applications, in which components can be things like web services or databases.
A central concern in the design of component models is that of interfaces. The interface of a component is a declaration of what it does, provided by the component designer. When using a component, a user can assume exactly as much about its behavior as is specified in its interface. Components are said to be black boxes in the sense that they hide implementation details. This is important as it eases separation of concerns-that is, how easy it is to work on one part of the code without understanding the rest.
Like electronic components, software components often have ports, that is interaction points which can be connected to the ports of other components. Ports can represent things like data input/output, provided/required services, object interfaces, and so on. Just like there are port types in electronics-you cannot connect any port with any other port-possible connections between software components are constrained by port types.
Just like one might use a variety of cables and adapters to connect electronic components, some component models allow nontrivial connections between ports using connectors. For example, two ports of incompatible types could be connected with an adapter connector that performs a type conversion. For example, two arrays could be connected by an n-ary "array connection" connector that performs many element-by-element connections. Connectors are a useful tool to encapsulate connection logic to keep it outside of the components themselves.
In addition to defining what components and their interfaces are, most component models specify how they should be composed to form applications. A composition of components is often called a component assembly. Many component models provide dedicated languages to describe component assemblies. Since components often need to be deployed-that is instantiated and/or allocated somewhere-most component models provide automated deployment of component assemblies. This means that a component assembly description plus an entry point-that is, a function to run at startup-is effectively a full application that can be run with no extra code.
In addition to being useful to deploy applications, component assemblies provide a highlevel view of application structure. Since they are graph-like in nature, assemblies can easily be represented graphically. Such representations are useful for top-down discussion about application design.
A Although the aforementioned component models have been successfully used in specific applications, adoption in the scientific community at large is limited. These frameworks are multilayered and use dedicated languages for component interface declaration and component assembly. We first argue that these models are hampered by a high barrier to entry, as they are difficult to use for noncomputer scientists and difficult to adapt to existing code. Their multilanguage nature leads to complex tool suites and requires handling additional dedicated languages. We also argue that low-level optimization and fast prototyping, which are staples of scientific computing, are hampered by the strict separation of concerns imposed by the multiple layers of existing models.
Our Proposed Model
Instead, we propose to embed all layers of typical component-based frameworks in a single language. This approach is conceptually and technologically simpler, lowering the barrier to adoption. While a more relaxed separation between the different layers (component programming, declaration, and assembly) might weaken the separation of concerns, it is also more flexible that can be useful for rapid prototyping. Finally, embedding component assembly into a general-purpose language provides opportunities for introspection and automatic assembly generation.
We have thus devised an embedded component model that implements common componentbased features such as composites and connectors. Figure 1 gives a conceptual overview (in the form of a metamodel) of the structure of our component model. A user willing to build a component assembly must declare a model of the assembly; this model contains components which implement Cþþ classes and have addresses; components are connected with connectors which are implemented by functors (Cþþ callable classes) and target addresses; finally, the model can contain composites that have an address and are implemented by an assembly model.
We have implemented this model in Cþþ in the form of a framework called tinycompo. The name is inspired by the well-known tinyxml, to which it is similar in the sense that it is a small ($2 k lines of code) Cþþ header-only library that one needs only include in their project to use. Instead of having dedicated languages for interface and assembly declaration, these are done directly in Cþþ, leveraging Cþ11 features to provide a declaration syntax as close as possible to what one might find in a dedicated language.
Particular care was put to minimize the overhead of the model. In practice, tinycompo components are normal Cþþ objects which are either connected directly using pointers or which communicate through MPI. The only computation time overhead brought by the implementation is the systematic use of virtual calls between components, which could only be a problem in very fine-grained applications. In practice, to use tinycompo, one has to: write components (which are objects which inherit from tc::Component) and connectors (which are functions that perform connections); build a Model object (that follows the structure given in Figure 1 ) that is a representation of the desired assembly; instantiate the assembly by building an Assembly object from the model; use the instantiated assembly, for example by calling component methods.
A minimal Hello World looks like this:
Having an abstract Model object that represents a yet-uninstantiated assembly means that the assembly can be modified before instantiation. For example, static optimization of a user-provided assembly could be performed automatically. This opens possibilities of static analysis and optimization that can help bring existing automation from high-level domain-specific frameworks.
The implementation is also capable of automatically generating a graphical representation of tc::Model objects in the .dot format, using a representation that is close to the UML notation-a common graphical convention for components.
STEP-BY-STEP BIOINFORMATICS EXAMPLE
Thanks to new generation sequencing techniques, sequencing the genome of an organismin the form of DNA-has become cheap and efficient. This has opened new research opportunities to understand the role of the genome. Of particular interest in the genome of organisms are genes-parts of the genome that code for functional molecules. Gene expression-that is, how many molecules are produced from a given gene-can be measured. Patterns of gene expression levels can then be used to locate genes of interest.
Gene expression measurements are, however, imprecise, which makes differentiating noise from unusual patterns difficult. This can be solved by using Bayesian inference to provide estimates of real gene expression levels from noisy observed data. Bayesian Inference is a mathematical technique that consists of computing the probability of hypotheses depending on observed data. Such distributions are called posterior distributions; statistical tests can be performed on them to locate genes of interest.
To perform Bayesian inference, one must provide a hypothesis-in the form of a probabilistic model-of how the observed data have been produced. This model can take the form of a directed acyclic graph (DAG) where each node is associated to a probability distribution, and each vertex from A to B denotes that B uses A as a parameter for its associated distribution.
A very simple gene expression model is presented in graphical form in Figure 2 . This model is limited to the expression of a single gene across individuals and experiments. Given individuals indexed by i, the real gene expression of individual i is given by i . The value of i may vary from one individual to another, and is assumed to follow a gamma distribution described by its mean a and a dispersion parameter m. Those two parameters are assumed to have exponential distributions. Several experiments have been performed in which the gene expression K i;j of every individual has been measured. We expect these discrete measurements to be distributed according to a Poisson distribution of mean -which adequately models the measurement noise.
Given this model, Bayesian inference consists in computing the probability distribution-the so-called posterior distribution-of unobserved nodes (that is, , a, and m) given observed data. In practice, the computations should output a set of vectors which collectively form a sample of the posterior distribution.
A widely used method to obtain this sample is Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC). Starting from an arbitrary vector u ¼ ð 0 ; 1 . . . N ; a; mÞ, MCMC consists of running a Markov chain of u k vectors-that is, a chain where every element is computed probabilistically from the previous element. There exist several algorithms to compute from in such a way that the chain samples from the posterior distribution.
One such algorithm is the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, which consists in proposing random changes-called moves-to and accepting them with a probability that depends on the probability of the observed data before and after the move.
Using tinycompo as our component model, we have implemented a Bayesian inference library. This section and the next ones present a stepby-step example of how to use such a component-based library to build a simple Bayesian application. While many details are obviously specific to our library, the example illustrates more general design principles and highlights some of the benefits of components.
Basic Model Structure
From the perspective of the developer of a Bayesian inference application, an important question is the specification of the probabilistic model. In high-level Bayesian inference frameworks, users basically only need to specify their model and ask the framework to run the inference. Graphical representations like the one presented in Figure 2 are familiar to scientists in the domain and are thus a good abstraction to start with.
Assuming we can specify probabilistic models, how do these models intervene in inference? The Metropolis-Hasting algorithms need to know the probabilistic model in these cases:
to access the value of every node in order to output the vectors; to compute the probability of the model in order to compute acceptance probability when making moves; the probability of every node depends on its associated distribution (the probability density of this distribution is required), on its value, and on the value of its parents;
to modify the value of nodes to enact accepted moves.
Thus, a good potential data structure to provide all these functionalities would be a graph of "probabilistic node" objects, each associated to a distribution, and each connected to their parents in the model. Each object would provide its value through a "Value" interface and would provide a "Probability" interface that returns the probability of the node given its value, its associated distribution, and the values of its parents-which it can access through their "Value" interface as it is connected to them. Our library provides component types that implement probabilistic nodes with various numbers of parents. These components need to be connected to form a probabilistic model. The library also provides the ability to handle arrays of probabilistic nodes using composite components to represent arrays of components and a collection of connectors to represent many-to-one, one-to-many, and many-to-many connections between arrays of varying dimensions.
Declaring our example model using the library looks like this:
Note the use of the .connect<C> method to declare a connection between components using connector C. Our library provides a set of connectors such as ArrayToValue which connects components using pointers to interfaces. For example, all components in the "lambda" array will obtain a pointer to the Value<double> interface of component "alpha"; this pointer will be stored in an attribute of the "lambda" components associated to port "a."
Although the syntax to declare components is not the simplest due to the constraints of the Cþþ language, only minimal information is required, and the structure resembles that of existing assembly declaration languages.
Metropolis-Hastings Moves
Now that we have a data structure that represents our probabilistic model, we need to add the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm itself. The basic algorithm is as follows:
1. initialize observed nodes from actual data and unobserved nodes arbitrarily; 2. propose a move, i.e., a random change to unobserved node values; 3. compute acceptance probability using model probability before and after proposal; 4. decide to accept or reject move using acceptance probability; change the value of nodes according to the proposal only if the move is accepted; 5. start over at step 2.
In practice, not all unobserved nodes are moved at the same time. It is often more efficient to move a few parameters at a time and cycle between moves that change different parts of the model. For example, in our example model, one move could change the value of only a, another the value of m, and so on. As long as every unobserved node is covered by at least one move, the algorithm will converge to the correct distribution.
In this context, writing the vector u k ¼ ð 0 ; 1 . . . N ; a; mÞ after every move is not useful. Instead, the vector should be written to disk after every unobserved node has been the target of a move at least once. We call the set of moves that are performed between two outputs an iteration.
To add Metropolis-Hastings moves to our implementation, we need a way to represent them with components. A component implementing a move would need to have the following interface: have a target, an unobserved node in the model that it will try to move (implemented by a "target" port); have access to all the nodes in the model whose probability might change when the target's value is changed ("logprobs" port); provide a way to start the move from outside the component.
Using such a component to add a move on would look like this (assuming we have already declared our probabilistic model data structure):
tc::Model m; m.component<OrphanExp> ("alpha", 1, 1) ; m.component<OrphanExp>("mu", 1, 1); // array lambda of gamma nodes m.component<Array<Gamma>>("lambda", experiments, 1)
.connect<ArrayToValue>("a", "alpha") .connect<ArrayToValue>("b", "mu"); // a and b are port names for gamma parameters // array K of Poisson nodes m.component<Matrix<Poisson>>("K", experiments, samples, 0) .connect<MatrixLinesToValueArray>("a", "lambda") .connect<SetMatrix<int>>("x", data);
While the move component itself neatly encapsulates move logic, its connection to the probabilistic model data structure is non-trivial. In particular, the "logprobs" port must be connected to the correct parts of the model data structure, the ones whose probability is affected by the move. Now that moves have been added to the assembly, everything is in place to run the actual metropolis-hastings algorithm. The only thing missing is a main function that loops over iterations and calls the moves.
Automation Using Model Introspection
Declaring moves and writing the main MCMC loop as presented in the previous sections could easily become verbose in more complex examples. Existing Bayesian inference frameworks usually try to automate such tasks instead of leaving them to the user. To do this, they rely on representations of the probabilistic model, and run various algorithms on these representations.
While our library does not have a "graphical model" object per se, the tc::Model object representing the assembly provides introspection methods which can be used to gain insight on the graphical model. For example, it is possible to get a DAG of the components and binary connections; it is also possible to test the type of a given component. Contrary to existing HPC component models, these introspection functionalities are directly accessible in the Cþþ code as well as methods to modify the assembly.
For example, we have automated the connection of moves to the correct logprob ports in the assembly. The set of nodes affected by a given move-which is called Markov blanket in the literature-is easy to compute given a set of modified nodes in a probabilistic model. This algorithm needs only the DAG of probabilistic nodes of the model, which can be obtained with the introspection methods.
We have implemented this Markov blanket calculation in our library in a MCMC object that provides a declaration interface for moves and automatically adds them to the assembly with optimal logprob connections. Because this MCMC object is aware of the list of moves, it can provide other functionalities such as configuring the trace to show only variables which are affected by moves and running the main loop. We have also implemented an optimization from the literature called sufficient statistics that consists of using proxies for the logprob calculation of large arrays of probabilistic nodes. Moves affected by sufficient statistics should be connected to relevant sufficient statistics objects instead of directly connected to the logprob of the probabilistic nodes; this is another task which can be automated by our MCMC object.
Using this new object, the move declarations and main loop section of our example becames as simple as:
Distributed Version With MPI
The Metropolis-Hastings algorithm can become computationally intensive for large model sizes. While our example model may seem simple at first glance, its size is actually $O(#individuals x #experiments), which may be significant for large datasets.
The Metropolis-Hastings algorithm is intrinsically sequential in the sense that an iteration cannot be started before the previous one has finished lest the convergence of the algorithm be compromised. It is, however, possible to perform certain moves in parallel inside iterations. Indeed, moves with disjoint Markov blankets are functionally independent. m.component<MHMove<Scale>>("move_alpha")
.connect<UseValue>("target", "alpha") .connect<Use<LogProb>>("logprobs", "alpha") .connect<OneToMany<Use<LogProb>>> ("logprobs", "lambda"); / Ã declaring MCMC object, giving it the tc::Model and the address of the graphical model With our example model, moves on individual i nodes are independent of each other and can be performed in parallel, as opposed to moves on a and m. A possible parallelization of the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm is as follows:
1. Have a "master" process which performs moves a and m while the i nodes remain untouched.
2. Divide the set of individuals into subsets and have a "slave" process for each subset.
Once the master has finished moving a and m, each slave can perform moves on the i in its subset of individuals while the master waits. 3. Once the slaves have finished performing moves on the nodes, the iteration ends, the vector is written to disk and the next iteration can start with the master.
One way to implement parallel algorithms in a component-based context is to have different assemblies on different processes. In our case, each process needs only access to a subset of the full model-for example, the master does not need access to the nodes K i;j -and could thus hold only the relevant part of the model to save memory. Given the components we have so far the only missing part is a way to have processes wait on each other and exchange data.
The question of synchronization and communication can be answered by having Bcast and Gather components that transmits data from the master to slaves and from slaves to the master, respectively. These components would be connected to the same target nodes on both sideson one side to read the values and on the other side to set it. They would need to provide an acquire interface to wait for the other processes that modify their targets and gets their value, and a release interface to signify that they no longer need to modify their targets and that other processes can modify them again. Since data is transmitted between one master and N slaves, collective communications-such as MPI_Gatherv and MPI_Bcast-can be used for maximum performance and encapsulated in the components.
In practice, to get a parallel version of our MCMC example, the following changes are needed: 1) add an if in the model declaration to not declare K on the master; 2) partition individuals between slaves; 3) declare moves a and m only on the master and moves on i only on slaves; 4) declare communication components on all processes as follows:
And 5) on both slaves and master, call the acquire method of proxies before computing and the release method afterward-this can be accomplished automatically with a modified MCMC class for MPI (which we have implemented and is called MpiMCMC). Note that proxy declaration is the same on master and slaves, Bcast, and Gather hide the master/slave difference inside their implementation; this global declaration of proxies is consistent with how global operations are usually declared in MPI.
Overall, these modifications are fairly small, which makes parallelization of Bayesian applications using our library very easy.
EVALUATION
To evaluate our library, we have implemented a real-life probabilistic model instead of the simplistic model presented in the step-by-step example. This model aims to detect genes with specific expression patterns. We have implemented this model (called M3) with our library and made a parallel version on the same model as the one presented in the previous section.
This use case was motivating for this paper, as it posed both programmability and performance issues. The size of the dataset was large enough that a high-performance implementation would be needed, but custom probabilistic models would need to be developed and iterated upon.
To evaluate our component-based implementation, we compared it to JAGS, 9 a widely used program for Bayesian inference. JAGS has a large m.component<Bcast>("alpha_mu_proxy") .connect<UseValue>("target", Address("model", "alpha")) .connect<UseValue>("target", Address("model", "mu")); m.component<Gather>("lambda_proxy", experiment_partition)
.connect<OneToMany<UseValue>>("target", Address("model", "lambda")); community built around it and is widely recognized and used in various applied science communities. JAGS provides an easy-to-use dedicated language to declare graphical models and implements many MCMC optimizations that give it good sequential performance.
Expressivity
The model we have presented in the step-bystep example (see Figure 2 ) can be written using the JAGS dedicated language. This dedicated language is used to declare the model itself and must be used through a library in a generalpurpose language, typically R.
To compare the expressivity of our approach to JAGS, we have implemented models M1 and M2 which are simpler preliminary versions of the M3 model. Having a collection of models allows us to see that our library is flexible enough to accommodate different models. Table 1 gives the size of these implementations for JAGS (in R using rjags) and tinycompo (in Cþþ). The sizes are given in lines of code, as computed by the cloc program. In addition to M1-M3, we added M0, the model we used for the step-by-step example. We see that, overall, code sizes are comparable. Both implementations use the same underlying abstraction (graphical models) to declare the models themselves. The main change with our library-apart from the added complexity of Cþþ syntax-is that the MCMC moves must be declared, but we see that the impact on overall code size is minimal.
We see that the parallel version of M0 and M3 are not much longer than their nonparallel version, which is an important advantage of our approach.
Sequential Performance
To evaluate sequential performance, we once again compare our library to JAGS. While JAGS uses different algorithms than we do, it still performs MCMC and produces the same output: a trace which is a sample of the posterior distributions of interest. For a given model, the traces produced by both implementations can be compared using effective sample size (ESS), which is a measure of how much information a trace contains about the posterior distribution of a variable. Two traces with comparable ESS are thus equally useful for an MCMC end user.
For each of the models M1-M3, we have run JAGS and our implementations on a small subset of real data for enough iterations that the chains have reached their stationary distribution. Then, we have computed the mean ESS for N iterations of our implementation, and adjusted N until the mean ESS was higher than for 2000 iterations of JAGS.
Results are that our M3 implementation needs to compute 6500 iterations to have as much information as 2000 JAGS iterations, which it does in 10.458 s while JAGS needs 2.337 s to compute 2000 iterations. Given that our implementation uses a much simpler algorithm, the fact that its overall speed is not further away from JAGS is indicative of a reasonably efficient implementation. Also, the implementations for M1-M3 use default tunings for the MCMC moves; a better-tuned implementation could probably give much better results.
Parallel Performance
So far, we have seen that our approach is slightly worse than JAGS in terms of expressivity and sequential performance, but contrary to JAGS, our code is easily parallelizable.
To evaluate the scalability of our parallel implementation, we have performed two experiments on the tier-0 supercomputer Occigen using our parallel M3 implementation. A first experiment was conducted on a real dataset (with 7124 genes) with an increasing number of 24-core computing nodes, ranging from 4 nodes (96 cores) to 128 nodes (3072 cores). For each node count, the genes were divided as equally as possible between the slave processes. This socalled strong scaling experiment shows how much computation can be sped up for a fixed dataset by adding more resources. A second experiment was conducted with a large simulated dataset. Contrary to the first experiment, each process is given a fixed amount of data (8 genes), which means the size of the dataset grows with the number of processes. This socalled weak scaling experiment shows how well the code can handle datasets of increasing size given more resources.
Results are given in Figure 3 . Strong scaling results show that speedup keeps improving even at 3072 cores, although the rate of speedup improvement decreases with higher node counts. This decrease is to be expected because the parallelization relies on global communication (broadcasts and gathers), because worker/slave load ratio increases, and because load balancing quality decreases as the number of genes per core decreases. Given all these scalability problems, the observed speedup is rather encouraging. The maximum observed speedup (at 3072 cores) is around 850, which means that our parallel code is approximately 850 times faster with this number of cores that it would be on a single core. Even considering that JAGS sequential performance is better, our parallel code can be several hundred times faster on a large enough dataset. Weak scaling experiments show that scalability is good up to 3072 cores but starts to drop at 6144 cores. Communication and synchronization do not seem to be a problem, but the time spent on the master is the main bottleneck. This is because the master performs operations which are in $Oð#genesÞ which are inherently nonscalable. Still, the performance at 3072 cores means that analysing a dataset of size 3072 Ã N with 3072 cores takes only twice the time it would take to analyse a dataset of size N on one core.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented the tinycompo component model, which is novel because it is embedded in the Cþþ language. We have presented a detailed step-by-step example of how this model can be used to implement high-performance MCMC applications and have evaluated our implementation both in terms of performance and expressivity. Evaluation shows that our approach is about as expressive as JAGS has worse sequential performance but is able to scale up to several thousands of cores. 
